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Hearing before Chief Administrative Law Judge David Greenbaum on March
28, 2014, at Jonesboro, Craighead County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by Ms. Jennifer R. Williams, Attorney-at-Law, Poplar
Bluff, Missouri.

Respondents represented by Mr. Michael E. Ryburn, Attorney-at-Law, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted on March 28, 2014, to determine whether the

claimant sustained a compensable injury arising out of and during the course

of his employment with Dal Woolard Construction, entitling him to workers’

compensation benefits.

A prehearing conference was conducted in this claim on February 19,

2014, and a Prehearing Order was filed on said date.  At the hearing, the

parties announced that the limited stipulations, the issues, as well as their

respective contentions were correctly set out in the Prehearing Order, subject

to an additional stipulation concerning the applicable compensation rates.  A
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copy of the Prehearing  Order  was  introduced,  without  objection,  as

“Commission’s Exhibit 1.”

It was stipulated that the employee/employer/carrier relationship existed

at all relevant times, including August 30, 2013; and that respondents had

controverted this claim in its entirety.  At the hearing, the parties further

stipulated that the claimant’s average weekly wage was $520.00, which would

entitle him to compensation rates of $347.00 per week for temporary total

disability and $260.00 per week for permanent partial disability in the event

the claim was found compensable.  

By agreement of the parties, the primary issue presented for

determination concerned compensability.  If overcome, claimant’s entitlement

to associated benefits must be addressed.

Claimant contended, in summary, that he sustained a compensable

back injury as the result of a specific incident arising out of and during the

course of his employment on August 30, 2013; that respondents should be

held responsible for all hospital, medical, and related expenses, including

surgery, together with continued reasonably necessary medical treatment; that

he was entitled to temporary total disability benefits beginning September 3,

2013, and continuing until such time that he was released while maintaining

that his healing period had not ended; and that a controverted attorney’s fee
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should attach to any benefits awarded.  The claimant reserved the issue of

permanent disability.

The respondents contended that the claimant did not sustain an injury

arising out of and during the course of his employment; that the claimant did

not report a work-related injury to his employer; while maintaining that the

claimant reported to the doctor that he had injured his back over the weekend

and that the claimant did not work for the employer on the weekend while

pointing out August 30, 2013, was a Friday.

In addition to the claimant, his wife, Jennifer Garrett, was called as a

corroborating witness.  The employer, Dal Woolard, and a co-worker,

Christopher Bearden, were called as witnesses by the respondents.  The

record is composed solely of the transcript of the March 28, 2014, hearing

containing various exhibits.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents and other matters properly before the Commission, and having

had an opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their

demeanor, the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are made in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction
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over this claim.

2. The stipulations agreed to by the parties are hereby accepted as fact.

3. The claimant has proven, by a preponderance of the credible evidence,

that he sustained a compensable back injury as the result of a specific

incident arising out of and during the course of his employment on

August 30, 2013, that caused internal physical injury requiring medical

services and resulting in disability and which has been established by

medical evidence supported by objective findings.

4. Respondents are responsible for all hospital, medical, and related

expenses as the result of claimant’s August 30, 2013, injury and

respondents remain responsible for continued reasonably necessary

medical treatment.

5. The claimant is entitled to temporary total disability benefits beginning

September 3, 2013, and continuing through March 11, 2014, at which

time the claimant achieved maximum medical improvement from his

surgery.  The claimant’s healing period ended on March 11, 2014.

6. Respondents are entitled to a credit and/or offset for any days that the

claimant worked for the employer herein before undergoing surgery.

In addition, respondents are entitled to a credit or offset for any period

of time that the claimant drew unemployment compensation pursuant
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to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-506.

7. Issues not addressed herein are specifically reserved.

DISCUSSION

The record in this claim is replete with inconsistencies and

contradictions.  Admittedly, the claim turns primarily upon the claimant’s

credibility.  Respondents rely, in part, upon inconsistent medical histories

contained in the various medical records.  Specifically, the initial medical

report from Dr. Shahid Shah reflects that the claimant injured his low back

over the weekend while roofing a house.  The claimant acknowledges that he

assisted in the roofing of his father’s house over the weekend while

maintaining that he performed no physical activities over the weekend and

that he injured his back late Friday afternoon on August 30, 2013, which was

the beginning of the weekend.  The claimant rationally contends that Dr. Shah

did not take a complete history.  I feel compelled to point out that I found the

testimony of both respondent witnesses to lack credibility.  Despite the

contradictions between the claimant’s testimony and the medical reports, I

found the claimant to be a credible witness.  The record reflects that the

claimant exhibited a strong work ethic.  Even after sustaining his injury the

claimant returned to work for the employer and continued working in order to

support his family.  In fact, after taking off the week following the injury, the
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claimant continued working until learing that he would require surgery.

A claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  The testimony

of an interested party is always considered to be controverted. Lambert v. Gerber

Products Co., 14 Ark. App. 88, 684 S.W.2d 842 (1985); Nix v. Wilson World Hotel,

46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994); Continental Express v. Harris, 61 Ark.

App. 198, 965 S.W.2d 84 (1998).

As will be set out further below, based upon my observations of the

demeanor of respondents’ witnesses, I did not find them to be credible.  The

employer was an interested party.  The record reflects that he was motivated

to deny work injuries in order to keep his insurance premium at a minimum.

The employer’s corroborating witness testified in support of the employer;

however, it was apparent that he was a reluctant witness and may have been

intimidated by the fear of losing his job.  When questioned concerning when

the claimant first reported experiencing physical problems, the witness

acknowledged that the claimant first complained on Friday, August 30, 2013,

prior to performing any work on his father’s house.

The claimant, Nicholas B. Garrett, testified in his own behalf.  The

claimant is thirty-five (35) years old.  He has a high school education.  After

high school, the claimant obtained a welding certification, as well as a

certification as a journeyman iron worker.  The record reflects that the
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claimant worked for the employer approximately fifteen (15) months before

sustaining his injury.  The claimant’s description of the injury, as well as his

initial reporting of the injury is set out below:

Q     Now briefly tell the Court about your injury on August 30th of 2013.

A     We was roofing a metal building and I seen a – it’s pretty long sheets.
You pick them up, you carry them to the other end, and you lay them down,
you screw it down, and you do it again.  I went to pick it up and put it
overhead, walked down the roof, went to set it down, and I felt a pop in my
back and a hot poker run down my leg.

Q     Now, approximately what size were these metal sheets?

A     Twenty foot, somewhere around there.

Q     Were they sheets that you could carry on your own?

A     No.

Q     And so did you have assistance in carrying those sheets?

A     Yes, ma’am.

Q     What form of assistance did you have?

A     Chris Bearden.

Q     And the two of you worked together to pick those sheets up and move
them?

A     One on each end, yes, ma’am.

Q     And so was Chris present at the moment that you felt the pain in your
back?

A     Yeah.  Yes, ma’am.
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Q     Did you make any statements to Chris Bearden at that time?

A     Yes.

Q     What did you – 

A     I told him, “I think I did something to my leg.”

Q     Okay.

A     I didn’t know what it was, you know.

Q     And why did you say that you thought you did something to your leg?

A     Because my leg felt like I had a hot poker running down it.

Q     Okay.  Was anyone else present at that time?

A     Yes, ma’am.

Q     Who else was present?

A     Irving Helser and Dal Woolard.

Q     Okay.  And did you make any statements to either one of those
gentlemen about – 

A     Dal.  I told him, “I think I hurt my leg.”

Q     And what did he reply?

A     Nothing.  (Tr. 10-11)

The claimant testified that the injury occurred in Senath, Missouri.  He

stated that the incident occurred at the end of the work day, but that he and

the roofing crew completed the job before returning to the employer’s
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business in Corning, Arkansas.  He stated that Christopher Bearden rode

back to the employer’s shop in the claimant’s truck which was approximately

a forty-five (45) minute drive and that he, again, told Mr. Bearden that his leg

was hurting and that he specifically attributed the injury to the aforementioned

incident.  After returning to Arkansas, the claimant received his week’s pay

and left the employer’s premises.  The claimant stated that he did not initially

seek medical attention and that none was offered by the employer.  The

claimant explained that it was not unusual for steel workers to experience

discomfort and that he thought his condition would improve.  The claimant

reported the following symptoms:

Q     What sort of pain and symptoms were you experiencing?

A     Hot poker down my leg, my foot was numb, tingling.  I couldn’t sit.
Standing or laying down, that was it.

Q     How long did that persist?

A     Until the surgery.

Q     And we’ll get to that in just a moment, but for now is it safe to say that
that lasted at least throughout the weekend?

A     Oh, yeah, yeah.

Q     And at no time that weekend did you attempt to go to the emergency
room or get medical treatment?

A     No.
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Q     And over the weekend as you continued to have pain, what was your
reason for not going to the emergency room or getting any kind of treatment?

A     I thought it would get better.  You know, I try not to go to the doctor.

Q     Okay.

A     I got four boys, I’m their sole income.  I try not to spend my money that
way.  (Tr.15-16)

The claimant acknowledged that the two (2) days after August 30, 2013,

a crew of friends and co-workers assisted him in placing a roof on his father’s

house.  The claimant maintained that because of his physical problems, he

performed very little work and avoided climbing ladders, as well as bending

and lifting.  Because it was the Labor Day weekend, the claimant first sought

medical treatment on Tuesday, September 3, 2013, at which time he went to

the Corning Area Health Care where he was examined and treated by Dr.

Shahid Shah.  In his September 3, 2013, medical record, Dr. Shah indicates

that the claimant reported injuring his low back over the weekend while roofing

his house.  However, in the history, Dr. Shah reflects that the patient stated

that he injured his back while roofing a house this weekend.  The claimant

asserted that while he agreed that the injury occurred on Friday, which was

part of the weekend, he disagreed with the statement that he was roofing a

house.  (Tr.21-22)(Cl. Ex. A, p.1)

The record reflects that the claimant returned to work for the employer
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herein the following Monday, September 9, 2013, and continued working until

on or about October 15, 2013, at which time Dr. Shah referred him to Dr. Tim

Y. Maryanov, a neurosurgeon in Jonesboro, Arkansas, who took the claimant

off work and recommended surgery.  A portion of Dr. Maryanov’s October 15,

2013, report is set out below:

PRESENTING SYMPTOM AND PROBLEM: It was my pleasure
to see Mr. Garrett in clinic today.  As you may recall, he is a 35-
year-old male with history of sudden onset of back and right
lower extremity pain after an incident at work which involved
some lifting and extreme bending on 08/30/13.  He has been
evaluated with MRI lumbar spine which generated a referral to
my office for evaluation.  Ever since then he has developed some
weakness in the right foot and also some persistent numbness
and pain that has not gone away.  He has been treated with a
combination of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications as
well as Gabapentin.  This has not been helping with his pain
symptoms.

* * * * *
REVIEW OF IMAGING:   I looked at his MRI lumbar spine
available to me through our St. Bernards Imaging Center.  This
is a recent study.  This does show some degenerative disc
disease at L3-L4 as well as L4-L5 and a little bit at L5-S1.
However, the most pertinent finding is a finding of a large right
paracentral disc herniation at the level of L4-L5 intervertebral
disc space that results in significant thecal sac compromise.

IMPRESSION/PLAN:   35-year-old make with onset of back and
right leg pain after an incident at work on 08/30/13 and has
developed some right lower extremity weakness in L5 innervated
muscle groups.  MRI lumbar spine findings with a large L4-L5
disc herniation with thecal sac compression and neural element
compromise.  In this situation, I recommend surgical intervention
in the form of right L4-L5 hemilaminectomy and medial
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facetectomy for discectomy of right L4-L5 herniated disc.  The
purpose of surgery is to decompress neural elements to try to
help the patient get over this problem including hopefully
improving his weakness and get rid of pain.  I believe he has
failed conservative therapy that has been lasting over 9 weeks.
In addition to this, he is having weakness in the L5 innervated
muscle groups which is concerning to me.  Therefore, I would
like to try to bring this to the operative solution in an expedient
fashion.  I told the patient about the risks of such a surgery to
include risk of damage to neural elements which could result in
weakness, numbness, problems with bowel and bladder as well
as cerebrospinal fluid leak.  I also told him about the risk of
destabilization of the spinal column which could result in further
surgeries.  I also told him about the risk of recurrent disc
herniation as well as disc herniation at other levels in the future.
I also told him about the risk that we are not going to help him
with this problem.  I told him the chances and the probability of
helping him is about 80-90%.  I also told him about the nature of
the surgery to include an outpatient procedure under general
anesthesia lasting about 2 hours, and being able to go home the
same day.  I told him the risk about general anesthesia to include
heart attack, stroke, blood clots in the legs or lungs, but these
are very low because of his healthy nature and not having any
medical problems, the risk of general anesthesia is minimal.
Finally, I told him about the risk of compression of various body
structures because of positioning even including risk of
blindness.  Once again these are very minimal because of short
duration of procedure.

He understood these and other risks of surgery and in spite of
understanding these risks he wanted to proceed.  However, I
encouraged him to apply for the Workman’s Compensation
because it does appear that this injury has taken place in the
work setting and is likely the result of whatever activity he was
involved in when this happened at work.  He will be doing that
and we will look forward to our communication with his
Workman’s Compensation provider.  I thank you for this referral.
(Cl. Ex. A, pp.7-8)
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Based upon Dr. Maryanov’s recommendations, the claimant contacted

his employer at which time a dispute arose concerning whether or not the

claimant’s physical problems and need for surgery were related to either the

roofing job at Senath, Missouri, while working for the employer or related to

working on his father’s house the same weekend.  Because the employer

refused to pay the claim, the claimant applied for Medicaid and was eventually

approved.  The claimant underwent low back surgery on December 2, 2013,

and was released by Dr. Maryanov on March 11, 2014.  (Cl. Ex. A, p.18)

On cross-examination, the claimant acknowledged occasionally

experiencing back problems prior to August 30 which was understandable

given the nature of the claimant’s work.  On further cross-examination, the

claimant stated that the injury occurred while working on a tractor shed which

was a galvanized metal building and not a house.  The claimant repeatedly

asserted that he reported his  physical  problems  to  the  crew  that  he  was

working  with  the  day of the injury.  (Tr.39-40)

On further cross-examination, the claimant acknowledged that following

his surgery, he attempted to return to work for the employer herein and that

he was informed by his employer that his job had been filled, at which time the

claimant applied for and drew unemployment compensation.  The claimant

was gainfully employed as of the date of the hearing.  (Tr.46, 50)
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Jennifer Garrett, the claimant’s wife, was called as a corroborating

witness.  Mrs. Garrett testified that she first learned of the claimant’s injury,

Friday afternoon on August 30, 2013, after work.  She maintained that the

claimant reported injuring himself at work and complaining that his leg was

hurting, expressing concern that he might not be able to help work on his

father’s house over the weekend.  Mrs. Garrett also accompanied the claimant

to the doctor for his initial medical treatment on September 3, 2013.  She

stated that the claimant told the medical providers that he had injured himself

roofing.  She stated that she did not accompany the claimant on any other

office visits.  Finally, the witness testified that her husband was not having any

physical problems when he left for work on August 30, 2013, and that when

he returned from work he was hurt.

Dal L. Woolard was called as a witness by the respondents.  Mr.

Woolard is the owner of Woolard Construction Company.  Mr. Woolard denied

that the claimant ever reported a work-related injury to him on August 30,

2013.  On direct-examination, Mr. Woolard stated that he received a text from

the claimant saying that he had injured his back over the weekend while

working on his dad’s house which was inconsistent with the actual text which

informed the employer that, “Dal i hurt my back this weekend.  Im gonna go

to dr today C if they cant help it” sent on September 3, 2013.  (Tr.61)(Resp.
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Ex. B, p.2)

On further direct-examination, the employer maintained that he first

learned that the claimant was claiming a work-related injury after the doctor

advised him that he required surgery which was October 15, 2013.  However,

on cross-examination, it was apparent that the employer had previously

disputed the injury as reflected by a series of texts between the claimant  and

his  employer  concerning  how  the  injury  occurred.  On cross-examination,

the claimant acknowledged that he did not file a claim for a prior minor injury

and that he paid the medical out-of-pocket while, at the same time, asserting

that in over twenty (20) years of being in business, he never had a workers’

compensation claim which I find unbelievable given the nature of the

employer’s business.  (Tr.63-66)(Cl. Ex. B)

Christopher Bearden was called as a corroborating witness by the

employer.  Rather than conduct an exhaustive analysis of Mr. Bearden’s

testimony, suffice it to say that based upon my observations of the demeanor

of Mr. Bearden, I found that he lacked all credibility.  During the entire

testimony, Mr. Bearden appeared hesitant, nervous, and frequently looked to

the employer for verification of his testimony.  The witness repeatedly failed

to answer direct questions, maintaining that he could not recall any

conversations between the claimant and his employer.  However, when
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reminded of the oath and specifically questioned concerning whether or not

the claimant voiced complaints of physical problems on Friday, August 30,

2013, the witness admitted the claimant reporting that he was hurting prior to

working on his dad’s house the following day.  (Tr.77-78)

ADJUDICATION

It  is  well-settled  that  the  claimant  has  the  burden  of  proving  the

job-relatedness of any alleged injury, without the aid of any kind of

presumption in his favor.  Pearson v. Faulkner Radio Service, 220 Ark. 368,

247 S.W.2d 964 (1952); Farmer v. L.H. Knight Company, 220 Ark. 333, 248

S.W.2d 111 (1952).  The burden of proof claimant must meet is

preponderance of the evidence.  Voss v. Ward’s Pulpwood Yard, 248 Ark.

465, 425 S.W.2d 629 (1970).  Under prior law, it was the duty of the

Commission to draw every legitimate inference in favor of the claimant and to

give the claimant the benefit of the doubt in making factual determinations.

However, current law requires that evidence regarding whether or not a

claimant  has  met  the  burden  of  proof  be  weighed  impartially,  without

giving  the  benefit  of  the  doubt  to  either  party.   Arkansas  Code

Annotated §11-9-704(c)(4); Wade v. Mr. C.Cavenaugh’s, 298 Ark. 363, 768

S.W.2d 521 (1989); Fowler v. McHenry, 22 Ark. App. 196, 737 S.W.2d 663

(1987).
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As previously noted, the record in this claim is replete with

inconsistencies and contradictions.  While both the testimony of the claimant

and the employer is never considered uncontroverted, because each is an

interested party in the outcome of the litigation, I found the claimant’s

testimony to be more persuasive than the employer.  More importantly, the

only reluctant witness, Christopher Bearden, despite his ability to recall

specific conversations, candidly acknowledged that the claimant reported

physical problems performing work on August 30, 2013.  After reviewing the

evidence in this case impartially, without giving the benefit of the doubt to

either party, I find that the claimant has sustained his burden of proof by a

preponderance of the credible evidence of record.  Accordingly, I hereby

make the following:

AWARD

Respondent, Stonetrust Commercial Insurance Company, is hereby

directed and ordered to pay and/or reimburse the provider of medical

services, all hospital, medical, and related expenses, including, but not limited

to claimant’s back surgery and, respondent remains responsible for continued

reasonably necessary medical treatment.  All medical shall be paid in

accordance with Commission Rule 099.30.

Respondents are further directed and ordered to pay, to the claimant,
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temporary total disability benefits at the rate of $347.00 per week beginning

September 3, 2013, and continuing through March 11, 2014.  

All accrued benefits shall be paid in lump sum and without discount.

However, respondents may claim credit for any days that the claimant worked

prior to October 15, 2013, and respondents may claim a credit for any

unemployment benefits that the claimant received pursuant to Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-506(b).

Additionally, claimant’s attorney, Ms. Jennifer R. Williams, is hereby

awarded the maximum statutory attorney’s fee on this entire Award, one-half

(½) to be paid by the respondents and one-half (½) to be paid out of the

claimant’s benefits pursuant to, and limited by,  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715.

This Award shall bear interest at the legal rate until paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                    

DAVID GREENBAUM                                 
Chief Administrative Law Judge                  


